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Chu Feng twisted Yuntao's arm directly. The latter howled like a pig
again, and his voice almost pierced his eardrum.
"Yunshao, Yunshao, Yunshao, Yunshao, Yunshao" several
bodyguards were shocked and looked at the injury. They were all
covered in cold sweat -
good guy, lengshisheng broke all the joints and bones. This hand was
completely useless, even if Hua Tuo was alive, it would not help!
How cruel!
Cloud Mu fine blinked, full of surprise, this short few seconds, what
happened? Who is this strange man?
"Mom, mom," at this time, blossoming rushed in from the door, cloud
MuQing see, a daughter in his arms.
"Duoduo, are you ok?"
"Mom, I'll be fine. My uncle is a friend I just met. He said to protect
mom and help her fight bad guys!" Many pull Chu wind, full of happy
said.
"Your friend?" Cloud Mu fine slightly surprised, embrace daughter at
the same time, up and down looking at Chu wind.
Chu Feng also turned around, the beautiful woman's shadow came
into his eyes, and he was crazy for a moment.
She is dressed in a tailored light blue suit, which sets off her perfect
and graceful posture. Her cheeks are beautiful, her skin is snowy, her
temperament is gentle and elegant, but she does not lose the sense
of femininity.
At the moment, facing the danger of her hair scattered, biting red lips,
beautiful face full of helplessness and confusion, pitiful.
"It's her, it's really her!" Chu Feng looked at this silly woman in front of
her, and there was an impulse to shed tears in her heart.
This is the woman who has been single for five years and has children
for herself. Because of herself, she has been expelled from her family,
displaced and ridiculed!
For a moment, Chu Feng had an impulse to embrace the woman
immediately.
"Yun MuQing, you cunt, you are so brave!"
"No wonder you don't want to marry Li Shao. You have a white face in
your family!"
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At this moment, Yuntao bared his teeth, stood up and roared angrily:
"how dare you disobey the family, collude with this wild man and
break my hand? You wait, the cloud family won't forgive you! "
"When I tell grandfather, you two dogs, men and women, and this little
wild breed without father, will die!"
No father, you little bastard!
These words not only deeply hurt Chu Feng's heart, but also make
Yun MuQing charming. Her body trembles and her eyes turn red.
Chu Feng turned around and his eyes narrowed slightly. If people
familiar with him saw this expression, they would be scared out of
their wits.
This God of war, angry!
He pointed to Yuntao, "you, try again?"
"Grass, threaten me? What are you
Yuntao spat with disdain, with a face of arrogant provocation,
deliberately lengthened his voice: "wild seed -"
Chu Feng rushed over immediately.
Pa -
PA!
Before his voice fell, Chu Feng was as fierce as a tiger. He slapped
Yun Tao in the face with a fierce slap.
The latter instant black and blue face, teeth collapse fly three!
One after another waving small fists, excited face: "Uncle good, uncle
come on!"
"Don't look at children."
Cloud Mu fine pretty face is surprised, hurriedly embrace in the
bosom, cover her eyes.
A few bodyguards also suck in the cold air - that's too tough!
"You, you dare to hit me?" Yuntao's face was full of blood, and his
words leaked: "I'm the eldest son of the cloud family, my father is the
eldest son of the cloud family, and my grandfather is Yun Changqing,
worth more than one billion!"
Pop!
"It's none of my business."
Chu Feng slapped hard again.
Beat you well, at this time, there is a bird to use.
"The cloud family won't let you go. I want you to go to jail. You can't
die well."
PA!
"I'll kill you!"
Pa. Pa. PA!
In a row, he had more than 20 big mouths. His fists hit Yuntao's flesh
and blood, and directly swollen into a pig's head. In the end, there
were only cries and cries of mercy.



"I, I'm wrong, please, stop fighting,,,,"
PA!
Chu Feng slapped again and said, "you don't want to fight? Who are
you
Yuntao was about to cry,,,
several bodyguards were so scared that they shivered and hid in the
corner.
Yun MuQing quickly stopped: "forget it, if you fight again, you will kill
him --"
If Chu Feng really killed someone because of himself, it would be a
big deal. What's more, Yuntao is her cousin after all, and she still has
some family ties in her heart.
Chu Feng kicks Yuntao far away. The latter stands up with the help of
several bodyguards, covers his bloody mouth, and complains:
"yunmuqing, don't think you will be safe if you have this wild man to
protect you. I tell you, you can't escape!"
"The decision to let you marry Li Shao was made by my grandfather
himself. If you disobey his orders, you will die."Yun MuQing's pretty
face turns pale. In Yun's family, the old man is the local emperor. He
is powerful and cruel.
Those who dare to oppose him will not come to a good end!
"It seems that your mouth is not clean enough."
Chu Feng just swept away coldly and rolled up his sleeve. Yuntao
was so scared at that time that his mother howled miserably, and his
ass was like a stray dog escaping from the scene -
"coward, bah, bah
Bad people were beaten away, blossoming also jumped up happily,
dancing: "uncle is so powerful, uncle is so good!"
"MUA ~"
the little girl took Chu Feng's cheek and gave her a kiss, which made
her feel refreshed.
It's my daughter.
"Don't fool around with Uncle Duoduo." Yun MuQing complains and
pouts. She reluctantly comes down from Chu Feng. Then, Yun
MuQing thanks again and says:
"thank you for your help today. By the way, I don't know your name?"
Yun Mu Qingmei's eyes blinked, her smile was gentle, and she was
full of curiosity.
"My name is Chu Feng, I -"
I am your man, your husband who has been waiting for five years!
Chu Feng wanted to put everything out of the tray, but looking at the
pretty faces of the beauties in front of him and the simple and lovely
cheeks, he couldn't say anything.



Do you want to tell the truth? Will she accept herself? No matter how
hard she was, she had to wait for her for five years, how much she
suffered and how much she suffered.
There are many, she will accept this sudden appearance of her father?
Whether she would hate herself,
her strong sense of guilt and confusion filled Chu Feng's heart.
The God of war, the Dragon Spirit who once dominated the world,
was at a loss, just like a child.
"Uncle, are you sent by your father?"
Many a pair of big eyes blink, suddenly asked.
"Dad -"
"
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